A diverse antibody repertoire is essential for an effective adaptive immune response to novel molecular surfaces. Although past studies have observed common patterns of V-segment use, as well as variation in V-segment use between individuals, the relative contributions to variance from genetics, disease, age, and environment have remained unclear. Using high-throughput sequence analysis of monozygotic twins, we show that variation in naive V H and D H segment use is strongly determined by an individual's germ-line genetic background. The inherited segment-use profiles are resilient to differential environmental exposure, disease processes, and chronic lymphocyte depletion therapy. Signatures of the inherited profiles were observed in class switched germ-line use of each individual. However, despite heritable segment use, the rearranged complementarity-determining region-H3 repertoires remained highly specific to the individual. As it has been previously demonstrated that certain V-segments exhibit biased representation in autoimmunity, lymphoma, and viral infection, we anticipate our findings may provide a unique mechanism for stratifying individual risk profiles in specific diseases.
A diverse antibody repertoire is essential for an effective adaptive immune response to novel molecular surfaces. Although past studies have observed common patterns of V-segment use, as well as variation in V-segment use between individuals, the relative contributions to variance from genetics, disease, age, and environment have remained unclear. Using high-throughput sequence analysis of monozygotic twins, we show that variation in naive V H and D H segment use is strongly determined by an individual's germ-line genetic background. The inherited segment-use profiles are resilient to differential environmental exposure, disease processes, and chronic lymphocyte depletion therapy. Signatures of the inherited profiles were observed in class switched germ-line use of each individual. However, despite heritable segment use, the rearranged complementarity-determining region-H3 repertoires remained highly specific to the individual. As it has been previously demonstrated that certain V-segments exhibit biased representation in autoimmunity, lymphoma, and viral infection, we anticipate our findings may provide a unique mechanism for stratifying individual risk profiles in specific diseases.
heritable variation | next generation sequencing | V-gene S pecific biases in the antibody repertoire have been found in many diseases, from viral infections to cancers to autoimmune disorders (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Although it is possible that heritable variation in the composition of the antibody repertoire could alter inherent risk to specific diseases, the diversity of the antibody repertoire has hindered direct characterization of heritable influences.
Early twin studies provided some evidence of genetic variation affecting reactive titers from the antibody repertoire. Multiple studies observed both total Ig and antigen-specific titers to be more correlated in monozygotic twins than dizygotic twins or unrelated individuals (16) (17) (18) . In some cases of monozygotic twins discordant for autoimmune diseases, the healthy twin often shared high autoantibody reactive titers with their affected twin (16, 19, 20) .
Early sequencing studies were able to identify some systematic biases in the antibody repertoire with limited sampling depth. The first sequencing studies to characterize V(D)J diversification mechanisms identified the gene segment recombination process, but also implied a repertoire too diverse to exhaustively interrogate by traditional sequencing technologies (21) . Complete characterization of V-segment loci established ∼50 V H , 40 V κ , and 30 V λ segments in an individual, with a number of allelic variants for the majority of segments (22) (23) (24) . Evaluation of use across individuals revealed biased V-gene representation that preceded selection (25) (26) (27) . Quantitative PCR of V-gene families showed family use largely stable over time, with fluctuations in use correlated to antigen-specific responses (28) . In the T-cell receptor (TCR) repertoire, TCRB-V use was more highly correlated in healthy monozygotic twins than unrelated individuals (29, 30) .
Recent developments in high-throughput sequencing of antibody diversity have enabled direct analysis of repertoires from entire organisms (31, 32) . Such high-throughput repertoire studies have suggested both stochastic and heritable mechanisms involved in generating the antibody repertoire (32) (33) (34) . A highthroughput study of 12 human samples identified variation in Vsegment use between individuals (33) . Preferential use of some alleles suggested a potential heritable mechanism for repertoire variation, but they represented minor contributors to the total repertoire. Without longitudinal studies, it has remained unclear whether the observed variation was because of genetics, differences in antigen exposure, or natural fluctuation of V-gene use in the repertoire over time. Longitudinal studies of repertoire development in the zebrafish model organism have established strong correlations in the early repertoire that grew more divergent in adult fish (34) . The authors attributed variation in the adult fish to stochastic clonal expansion from a common underlying repertoire (34) .
To clarify the impact of heritable mechanisms governing B-cell receptor diversity, we performed a blinded high-throughput sequencing evaluation of antibody repertoire diversity in two middle-aged monozygotic twin pairs, one pair discordant for multiple sclerosis (MS) and the affected twin chronically treated with lymphocyte-depleting and immunomodulatory agents. By controlling for genetic variation, the selected samples provide a means of addressing the impact of genetics on repertoire formation and environment on repertoire drift. In the discordant twin pair, chronic immunotherapy in the MS-affected sibling provides a unique opportunity to evaluate heritable influences of repertoire re-establishment after chemical ablation.
Results
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were obtained from both siblings in two monozygotic twin pairs (twin group A: twin A1 and twin A2; twin group B: twin B1 and twin B2). Each PBMC sample was divided into biological replicates before cell lysis and RNA extraction. B-cell repertoires of the twin pairs were amplified separately using single isotype-specific 3′ primers and the 5′ SMARTer RACE universal primer mix (Table S1 ). All samples were assigned multiplex identifier (MID) barcodes and sequenced with 454 GS FLX high-throughput technology. Titanium long-read chemistry was used to observe the somatic hypermutation (SHM) load of entire variable domains in a single read. A total of 3,316,360 reads were obtained across all twin samples (Table S2 ). When filtered for reads containing an identifiable V-segment, J-segment, and complementarity-determining region (CDR) 3 in a single frame, 153,500 ± 13,400 heavy-chain sequences and 101,400 ± 16,200 light-chain sequences were obtained per individual. To remove chimeric sequences, ambiguous segment assignments, and other common sources of sequencing error (35) , the VDJFasta probabilistic classifier was used to filter the sequence output (36) . After filtering, 143,800 ± 13,000 heavy-chain and 99,800 ±16,200 light-chain sequences were available for each of the four twins (Table S2) .
Both B-cell proliferation and PCR can cause reads from a single V(D)J rearrangement event to appear multiple times in a sequence dataset. To avoid bias from overcounting dominant clones, all sequences bearing the same V-gene, J-gene, CDR3 length and CDR3 amino acid composition differing by no more than two amino acids were clustered and treated as individual, nonredundant sequences. After clustering, each twin retained 15,500 ± 4,600 unique heavy-chain clones and 10,600 ± 2,400 unique light-chain clones. This target depth was determined to produce highly reproducible (Pearson's r > 0.99) V-gene profiles in simulated sampling experiments (Fig. S1 ).
Sequence analysis approximated interrogation of the naive compartment without cell sorting by considering only sequences that were IgM + and SHM low [contain less than 5-bp mutations over at least 270 V-gene bases from the closest reference International Immunogenetics (IMGT) V-gene germ line] (Fig.  S2 ). The optimal SHM cutoff between naive and memory repertoire was determined by analyzing 379,637 CD27
− and 483,940 CD27 + antibody sequences obtained from FACS-sorted B-cells from three healthy controls (Fig. S2 ). This "in silico cell sorting" procedure resulted in 9,700 ± 5,600 unique IgM + SHM low heavychain clones and 4,800 ± 1,200 unique SHM low light-chain clones per twin.
In a blinded evaluation, naive V H -gene profiles could correctly discriminate genetically distinct twin pair samples with high confidence [100% Approximately Unbiased (AU) bootstrap probability of correct classification (37, 38) ], and correctly assign biological replicates to individuals within twin pairs (92% AU for Twin group A and 100% for Twin group B) (Fig. 1A) . V-gene use differed between unrelated individuals but not within twins (Fig. 1B) . Although V-gene profiles from unrelated donors exhibited commonalities in the characteristic human germ-line V H use (Pearson's correlation coefficient r = 0.87), intratwin group A (A1 vs. A2) and intratwin group B (B1 vs. B2) assessments were nearly as correlated as biological replicates from the same individual (r = 0.989, r = 0.972, and r = 0.994, respectively) (Fig. 1B) . The effect did not appear to be because of an abnormality of V-gene use in one of the twin pairs: additional comparisons between the V-gene profiles of the three healthy controls (female Hispanic age 47, female Asian age 44, female Caucasian age 54) provided an average Pearson's correlation coefficient between unrelated individuals as 0.768 ± 0.093.
Although all V H segments showed highly correlated use between twins, a substantial proportion (6/31) were observed to have significantly different use (P < 8.4e-4) compared with the unrelated individuals from the other twin pair (Fig. 1C) . Nested ANOVA attributed the proportion of variance to intertwin variability greater than 95% for all significant V H segments, compared with an average of 31.7% (SD 35.3%) for nonsignificant V H segments. The twin pairs were observed to use different alleles for three of the differentially used segment loci, IGHV1-2, IGHV1-3, and IGHV7-4-1 (Table S3 ). Differential utilization of IGHV4-b and IGHV5-a was characterized by complete absence of the segment in one twin pair but not the other. Twins could also be distinguished by heritable variation in their V κ and V λ profiles, although the effects were less pronounced than that observed in the heavy chain (Fig. S3) . Of 45 evaluated, 4 light chain segments showed significantly different use between twins: IGKV1-NL1, IGKV1-27, IGKV2-28, and IGLV3-10 ( Fig. S3 ).
Significant heritable variation was also observed in the Dsegment repertoire ( Fig. 2A) . Although not all D-segments can be reliably classified (Table S4) , the subset that was classified showed high correlations within twins (r = 0.993 twin pair A, r = 0.991 twin pair B), and substantial differences between twins (r = 0.882) (Fig. 2B) . Of D-segments that could be classified and represented, at least 0.5% of the repertoire of any individual, 9 of 19 showed significantly different use between twin pairs (P < 5.3e-4) (Fig. 2A) . In contrast, J-segments did not show significant differences in use across twin pairs (Fig. S3) .
Although the V-gene and D-gene use exhibited heritable variation between the twin pairs, the V(D)J recombination process does not show preferential linkage, instead occurring largely in proportion to underlying abundance of the segments. A comparison of observed vs. expected V-D and D-J recombination frequencies showed high correlations (V-D r = 0.95 ± 1.7; D-J r = 0.97 ± 0.01) and few examples of biased selectivity in the recombination process (Fig. 2 C and D) , in agreement with previous reports (32) .
During the blinded analysis, three individuals had evidence of SHM in 30-40% of their IgM V-segments, but a single individual was observed to have a nearly complete absence of V-gene mutations in their IgM repertoire (Fig. 3A) . TCRB repertoire sequencing for each of the four twins served as a control to confirm that the observed somatic hypermutation rates in three of the four samples was well in excess of the PCR and sequencing read error rate expected from the process (Fig. 3A) (Fig. 3B) . Unblinding of the samples revealed this to be the MS-affected and chronically immunosuppressed patient twin B1. Age 57 at the time of sampling, twin B1 was diagnosed with relapsing remitting MS at age 31 and had progressed to a secondary progressive MS course. Since diagnosis, twin B1 had been treated with immunomodulatory (IFN B1, glatiramer acetate) agents that may promote B regulatory response (39) or alter the composition of B-repertoires (40), but also immunosuppressive agents (mitoxantrone, methotrexate, mycophenolate, cyclophosphamide) that directly deplete the B-cell repertoire by inhibiting DNA synthesis. Twin B1 had been off any of these medications for 10 mo at the time of sampling. Remarkably, although chronic lymphocyte depletion therapy for twin B1 had caused a dramatic loss of somatically hypermutated IgM cells (Fig. 3A) , naive V-gene, D-gene, and J-gene use remained highly correlated to her monozygotic sibling (Figs. 1 and 2, and Fig. S3 ). This resiliency of the naive V-segment profile to depletion suggests that naive V-segment use is predetermined by hereditary influences that precede repertoire formation.
The highly diverse CDR-H3 is considered to be the key determinant of antigen specificity (41) . To assess whether heritable five-gene and D-gene use also contributes to convergent (CDR-H3) generation, we analyzed the amino acid sequences CDR-H3 in monozygotic twins. At the sampling depth obtained in this study, CDR-H3 repertoires appear highly personal, sharing few common clones between individuals and bearing no more similarity to an identical twin than an unrelated individual. No more than nine common clones were observed between individuals, but >99.9% of clones were unique to an individual (Fig. 4A) . Within an individual, 2-8% of clonally derived CDR-H3s are present in both IgM and classed switched repertoires at the depth obtained in this study (Fig. 4A) . Clonal variants were also found: in an individual, 27% of CDR-H3 clones had a related clone that differed by less than three amino acids (Fig. S4) . However, when comparing across samples from different individuals, the next closest CDR-H3 differed by at least four residues (Fig. S4) . Notably, CDR-H3 repertoires produced by identical twins neither produced identical CDR-H3 sequences nor produced CDR-H3 repertoires that were detectably more similar in amino acid composition than that produced by an unrelated individual.
Both intratwin pairs share nearly identical naive V H -gene use but each had lived apart and been exposed to different antigens. Antigenic exposure activates and matures B cells for improved binding to specific antigens. This finding establishes a repertoire of specific antigen-experienced receptors that will respond rapidly to secondary antigenic challenge. To assess the balance between genetically predetermined V-gene use profiles and antigenic pressure, we analyzed the rearranged Ig transcripts from the antigen-experienced class-switched compartments.
In the three healthy twins (twin A1, A2, B2), class-switched Vgene use was significantly correlated (P < 0.0005) with their respective naive V-gene profiles, but with far more variation than observed in the naive repertoire (Fig. 5) . Even with increased variation, the majority of segments appear at similar frequencies in class-switched and naive repertoires, with 76 of 83 switched V-segments (91.6%) appearing between 0.5 to 2-fold of naive use, and only 10 appearing at ratios significantly different from expectation (IGHV1-69, IGHV1-8, IGKV1-8, IGKV1D-8, IGKV3-11, IGKV4-1, IGLV2-5, IGLV2-23, IGLV3-16, IGLV3-19; single t test, null ratio = 1, P < 6.0e-04) (Fig. 5) . These segment-specific ratios were found in V H , V κ , and V λ , showed some isotype variation (Fig. S5 ), and were similar across healthy twins A1, A2, and B2. However, the affected twin B1's memory use (indicated by red circles) differed substantially (Fig. 5) .
Discussion
Through the sequence analysis of antibody repertoires in monozygotic twins, we are able to distinguish a fixed naive gene segment use, a derived stochastic memory, and a highly diverse and personal CDR-H3 repertoire. The presence of heritable naive gene-segment profiles provides an essential basis for the understanding of B-cell repertoire genesis. We observe monozygotic twins to share nearly identical naive gene segment use profiles. V H -gene and D H -gene segment profiles showed population variation, differing between unrelated twin pairs. Environmental influences, autoimmunity (42) , and lymphocyte depletion introduced almost no variation between the common segment use profiles of a twin pair. These observations exclude the possibility that naive V-gene and D-gene use is governed by environment or homeostasis, but rather appears as a function of genetic origins.
We were able to discriminate between the naive profile and the activated profile by sequence analysis. By filtering out noise from redundant clones and the affinity matured repertoire, the underlying heritable naive repertoire became available for inspection. Parallel analysis of the TCRB repertoire provided an important control to distinguish the rate of sequencing error from the underlying somatic hypermutation rate in our samples. The use of this in silico cell-sorting methodology will facilitate rapid characterization of the naive repertoire without FACS for future large-scale repertoire disease-association studies.
A fixed heritable naive V-gene repertoire and a stochastically derived memory repertoire complement observations made in previous studies. In the TCRB-V repertoire of monozygotic twins (30) , correlations in healthy twins but not discordant twins can be explained by a divergent memory response mixed with a common underlying naive repertoire. In zebrafish (34), the early repertoire was highly correlated, but grew more divergent with age. The result is consistent with an observation of an initial naive repertoire becoming increasingly mixed with a derived but stochastic memory. By separating the analysis of naive from antigen-experienced subcompartments of the repertoire, we demonstrate that the naive repertoire remains highly correlated within twin pairs, even as the activated and memory compartments diversify in a stochastic manner.
Previous studies have suggested allele use as a source of heritable segment use variation (33, 43) . Studies in V-gene use variation in inbred mouse strains suggest that the regulatory mechanisms may represent a more general mechanism for maintaining V-gene diversity in a population (44) . A complete characterization of heritable mechanisms should consider haplotype architecture, cis-regulatory elements, copy-number variation, and even transregulatory elements that may influence segment selection (33, 45) . Despite common segment-use profiles, the CDR-H3 repertoires remained highly personal to each individual in the study. Very few public clones (32) were encountered between individuals, with no increase in common clones observed between twins (Fig. 4A ), or even a statistically significant generation of more biochemically similar CDR-H3 repertoires (Fig. S4) . Although the sequencing performed in this study did not exhaustively sample all B-cell receptors in each individual, our sampling suggests that even with identical biased segment profiles, the unbiased V(D)J recombination processes (Fig. 2B ) are able to generate far more diversity than can be displayed on an individual's B cells. As a consequence, even with common genesegment profiles, twins are likely to respond with different specific antibodies to a common environmental exposure.
As previously observed (46) , memory V-segment use is correlated to naive use despite antigen-driven selection between random environmental antigens and personal CDR-H3 repertoires. The memory compartment, although stochastic in antigen-driven selection, is sampling repeatedly from a very stable naive distribution. Over time, the memory compartment can be expected to recapitulate the naive distribution from which it was sampling. A limited number of V-segments exhibited systematic under-or overrepresentation in class-switched B cells. This bias suggests an active mechanism favoring or impeding memory retention of B cells using these V-segments. These biases may hint at unique properties of specific V-genes.
Subsets of V-segments are already known to exhibit biased representation in infection, autoimmunity, and B-cell lymphoma (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . The underrepresented V H 1-69 segment is known to have a distinctive hydrophobic CDR-H2 that may aid in early viral response (8) , but also predispose toward polyspecificty and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (47) (48) (49) . The V H 4-34 V-segment has known autoreactivity to red blood cell antigens and is overrepresented in cold agglutinin disease (5, 10, 11, (13) (14) (15) 50) , dysregulated in systemic lupus erythematosis (7, 51), and overrepresented in B-cell lymphomas (1, 3, 52) . Past studies have identified germinal center exclusion as a mechanism for underrepresentation of the inherently autoreactive V H 4-34 segment (1-5, 7, 8) . Whatever the origins, it is likely that inherited variation in use of segments under special selection by the adaptive immune system will impact immune function. Identifying such profile-risk associations would provide a key component to understanding complex disease pathogenesis.
In our study, one monozygotic twin pair was discordant for MS, a disease in which B cells appear to contribute greatly to the disease process (9) . A previous study examining this twin pair's genome, epigenome, and RNA demonstrated the absence of factors in these compartments suitable to explain discordance (42) . Here we establish heritable naive V-gene profiles that may contribute to, but are not altered by, autoimmune pathology. In future studies, personal, stable, naive V-gene use may act as a useful control to aid in detecting pathology-driven repertoire variation in the B-cell memory compartment.
Materials and Methods
See SI Materials and Methods for further details.
Sample Collection. The study was approved by the University of California, San Francisco Institutional Review Board.
Antibody Sequence Analysis. To remove chimeric sequences and other common sources of sequencing error (35) , V, J, and CH1 segment use was determined by probabilistic classification among National Center for Biotechnology Information blastn solutions to an IMGT reference database (36) (Tables S4 and S5 ). D-segments were only classified if found between a V-segment and J-segment (Table S5) . Parameters, validation, and performance are reported in Tables S4 and S5 . CDRs were identified with profile Hidden Markov Models trained on IMGT segments (53) (Table S6) . Reads not passing all criteria were filtered from subsequent analysis. Code available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/vdjfasta/.
In Silico Cell Sorting. The amount of V-segment mutations were used to classify reads as either naive or activated: over 270 bp of V-gene, 0-4 bp mismatches to reference were considered naive, and > 4 bp mismatches were consider activated. Parameters were determined through analysis of 379,637 CD27 − sequences and 483,940 CD27 + obtained from CD27 FACSsorted CD20 + cells from three healthy controls (Fig. S2) , as well as 40,000 TCRB sequences from each of the twins (Fig. 3A) . For details, see Fig. S2 . Statistical Analysis. Pairwise V-segment profile comparisons were performed between biological replicates, within monozygotic twin pairs, and between monozygotic twin pairs with Pearson's correlation coefficient. V-segment profile clustering was performed with the R package pvclust using Wards agglomerative method and correlation distance. Cluster confidence was addressed with AU multiscale multistep resampling bootstrap confidence values using 10,000 bootstrapping replicates (37, 38) . AU >95% was considered significant. Nested ANOVA was used to compare individual V-segments within and between monozygotic twins and to estimate their respective variance components. A single sample t test of log 2 ratios was used to evaluate biased use in class-switched vs. naive V-segment use. Given the number of naive segments evaluated (95: 34 V H , 20 V κ , 25 V λ , and 19 D H ), we used the Bonferroni correction multiple comparisons correction such that P values < 0.05/95 = 5.3e-4 were considered to be statistically significant. Analyses were performed in R version 2.11.1.
